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A B S T R A C T

Long-term and maintenance-free operation is a critical feature for large-scale deployed battery-operated sensor
nodes. Energy harvesting (EH) is the most promising technology to overcome the energy bottleneck of today’s
sensors and to enable the vision of perpetual operation. However, relying on fluctuating environmental energy
requires an application-specific analysis of the energy statistics combined with an in-depth characterization of
circuits and algorithms, making design and verification complex. This article presents a model-based design
(MBD) approach for EH-enabled devices accounting for the dynamic behavior of components in the power
generation, conversion, storage, and discharge paths. The extension of existing compact models combined
with data-driven statistical modeling of harvesting circuits allows accurate offline analysis, verification, and
validation. The presented approach facilitates application-specific optimization during the development phase
and reliable long-term evaluation combined with environmental datasets. Experimental results demonstrate the
accuracy and flexibility of this approach: the model verification of a solar-powered wireless sensor node shows
a determination coefficient (𝑅2) of 0.992, resulting in an energy error of only −1.57% between measurement
and simulation. Compared to state-of-practice methods, the MBD approach attains a reduction of the estimated
state-of-charge error of up to 10.2% in a real-world scenario. MBD offers non-trivial insights on critical design
choices: the analysis of the storage element selection reveals a 2–3 times too high self-discharge per capacity
ratio for supercapacitors and a peak current constrain for lithium-ion polymer batteries.
1. Introduction

Pervasive wireless sensors are building the interface between the
physical and digital worlds. Thus, they are considered key building
blocks for Industry 4.0 [1]. These devices enable environmental data
collection in countless applications, from simple periodical temperature
logging to autonomous embedded condition monitoring of industrial
machinery [2]. One of the main obstacles of such sensing devices to
become truly pervasive is their need for a long-term reliable power
source. Batteries are the main and obvious way of powering wireless
devices, but regular battery replacement or recharging is vital to ensure
longtime operation. Such a requirement implies high maintenance
costs, especially if devices are poorly accessible or if environmental
issues related to battery disposal are of concern [3]. These aspects
are getting even more substantial in applications where devices are
deployed on a large scale [4].

Energy harvesting (EH), namely the utilization of environmental
energy sources for powering wireless sensors, is the most promising
technology to prolong maintenance-free lifetime. EH has been the
subject of intensive research for more than one decade and has been
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demonstrated in several highly successful applications. However, many
research questions are still open for small-sized harvesters needed for
low-cost and unobtrusive devices [5]. EH for miniaturized wireless
sensors requires additional circuitry for energy management and power
conversion from low-power and low-voltage compact EH transducers.
Thus, despite continuous improvements in circuit energy consumption
and integration, opting for EH inevitably results in increased device
cost. This drawback can be compensated to a certain extent under
consideration of the total cost of ownership if a maintenance-free
operation can be guaranteed [6]. However, relying on fluctuating and
deployment-specific environmental energy in a commercial product
makes it challenging to guarantee reliable operation over the marketed
time horizon [4]. In fact, this uncertainty hinders the spreading of EH
as it can ultimately result in brand damage or product liability. Thus,
methods and techniques are required to assess the longtime behavior
of EH-powered devices reliably.

Model-based design (MBD), which has been among other fields
successfully applied in the automotive [7] and aerospace [8,9] domain,
has the potential to address this need. MBD emphasizes mathematical
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Table 1
Comparison to embedded systems works targeting virtual prototyping.

MSSP’18 [12] LCA’18 [13] NEWCAS’15 [14] MBMV’20 [15] this work

Scope energy harvester intermittent computing embedded system embedded system EH powered embedded system
Environment Matlab Simulink analytical model SystemC-AMS SystemC-AMS Matlab Simulink

Model harvester load battery, load battery, load harvester, energy management,
battery, load

Abstraction low very high high high medium
modeling to design, analyze, verify, and validate systems [10]. A
complete model of a self-sustainable system comprises its coupling with
the environment, physical processes in the energy conversion, energy
management, and embedded computation and communication. Based
on the system model, the behavior may be tested and simulated offline,
enabling developers to verify design decisions and to analyze longtime
reliability or the response in the event of a fault [11].

This work aims at leveraging the potential of a model-based design
approach in the context of small-sized wireless sensor nodes powered
by energy harvesting. The proposed development process combines
environmental energy data with a circuit-specific power balance model
to allow long-term analysis. By extending existing dynamic models
combined with data-driven statistical modeling of state-of-the-art EH
converters, circuit modeling accuracy is significantly improved without
implying an increase in model complexity. This is achieved by modeling
the dynamic conversion efficiency of the power path. Model reuse
and substitution are facilitated by splitting the sensor node model
into elementary circuit blocks, allowing a comparison of different EH
transducers, harvesting circuits, and storage element chemistries. This
work presents four main contributions:

1. The formulation of an accurate and complete system model,
including blocks for energy harvesting transducers, power con-
version and management circuits, and energy storage elements.

2. The demonstration of the applicability of data-driven regression-
based modeling to accurately emulate state-of-the-art commer-
cial energy harvesting converters.

3. A verification of the proposed system model based on extensive
lab experiments demonstrating a coefficient of determination
(𝑅2) of 0.992 and an energy error of −1.57%.

4. An exemplary demonstration of the advantages of the MBD
approach to identify optimization potential and analyze long-
time behavior, including a comparison to the state-of-practice
assessment method.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
related work and limitations of current methods; Section 3 sketches
the MBD flow for EH powered sensors; Section 4 describes the sys-
tem architecture and the design of the individual simulation blocks;
Section 5 reports on experimental verification of the simulation model
followed by an exemplary analysis of the longtime self-sustainability
and optimization of an autonomous wireless sensor node; Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

The research on the design of self-sustainable devices has been
prolific in the last decade, with a vast number of EH-powered sensors
covering highly application-specific tasks from indoor air quality mon-
itoring [16] to powering wearables with the human body heat [17].
Surveys on wireless sensor nodes powered by energy harvesting with an
overview of EH transducers, circuit topologies, energy storage technolo-
gies, and algorithms are given in [3,18]. A common requirement in EH
system design is to match source and load power points: this is achieved
with energy storage capacity selection during design [19] or with
energy-aware load management during runtime [20,21]. In addition to
this temporal matching, there is the requirement for power matching to
2

maximize the extracted energy [22]. Matching is particularly crucial for
small-sized harvesters with an output power of a view microwatts that
need to supply wireless sensor nodes with peak power of milliwatts.
Finally, there is not only the requirement to study and optimize the cir-
cuitry itself but also to precisely analyze the application-specific energy
statistics to ensure long-term reliability [23]. A resilient power path
design capable of overcoming temporary absences of environmental
power, e.g., with cold start circuitry, allows to partially circumvent this
critical design point but does not ensure continuous availability [24].
If short-term system interaction with the environment has to be ana-
lyzed, environmental testbeds, such as presented in [25], can be used.
However, for observation periods from several weeks to years, such test
setups are inconvenient and inevitably require an analytical approach.
Such an analysis can be performed at different levels of complexity,
from a static calculation of the system behavior in known environmen-
tal conditions to heterogeneous models, including multi-physics models
and formal models of computation [10]. For model-based analysis,
the interdisciplinarity and complexity make the description of EH-
powered wireless sensor nodes – and cyber–physical systems in general
– challenging. This is reflected in previous research works, where
the predominant number of publications focuses on modeling only
some elements in the power path, e.g., energy harvesting transduc-
ers [12,26–29] elements [30–32], or the workloads, e.g., computation
or communication [13]. However, the full potential of model-based
design is realized only with a holistic system-level model [33].

A high-level comparison of works targeting virtual prototyping
for embedded systems is given in Table 1. [12] demonstrates the
advantages of modeling to optimize EH transducers and estimates
their harvesting potential. Miguel et al. [13] analytically described the
energy balance of EH-powered intermittent systems, illustrating the
importance of a deep understanding of the interaction between com-
putational load and available energy. A few works successfully utilized
SystemC-AMS-based models in the design process of sensor nodes. [14]
implemented an alkaline battery model and an application-specific load
state-machine to estimate the battery lifetime of a wireless sensor node.
With a similar concept, Heller et al. [15] simulated and optimized the
power path of a deep brain stimulation implant. Although SystemC-
AMS is highly versatile and computationally efficient, the presented
work based on Matlab Simulink has distinct advantages in terms of
usability due to comprehensive and feature-rich existing models from
MathWorks as well as better integration of custom EH transducers due
to inherent multi-physics support.

In contrast to previous works, the aim of the proposed approach
is not a mathematical description of stand-alone sub-systems but an
accurate approximation of the complete power path of EH-powered
sensor nodes. This allows a more holistic view of the system efficiency,
e.g., a highly optimized EH transducer does not necessarily result
in an efficient operation of the converter circuitry, and an analysis
of the system performance over years of operation. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first complete EH-powered sensors model,
reducing the energy error to just −1.57%, thereby enabling reliable
long-term assessment.

3. Background

An agile model-based design process applied on an EH-powered
wireless sensor node is depicted in Fig. 1. Starting from a requirement

definition, including functional, technical, lifetime, and environmental
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Fig. 1. Agile model-based EH system design flow.
Fig. 2. High-level overview of the system model.
aspects, one or more EH sources are selected. Based on that, a prelimi-
nary analysis with a feasibility study is conducted, giving first insights
into the applicability of energy harvesting in the targeted scenario.
Subsequently, an initial virtual prototype is designed. This includes
a preliminary definition of key system parameters and components,
e.g., targeted EH transducer, circuit topology, storage element chem-
istry, wireless system on chip, etc., and the mathematical modeling of
the individual components. Afterward, a physical prototype is created
and analyzed in lab conditions to verify the designed model. The full
model allows an in-depth analysis and optimization of the design based
on simulation. Finally, the optimized and tested prototype is validated
against the original requirements before being deployed or adapted in
an additional development cycle.

4. System model

Despite the great variety of industrial and academic systems pow-
ered by energy harvesting, the underlying topologies bear significant
similarities. These circuits consist mainly of an EH transducer, a voltage
conversion circuit, intermediate energy storage, and an application-
specific load. The unique characteristic of the individual systems come
primarily from their application and the degree of coupling between
source and load power points [3].

The following subsections discuss the proposed model design of
the key system components, shown in Fig. 2. The implementation,
which has been done as a multi-domain Matlab Simulink model, aims
to balance system complexity and accuracy while allowing the analysis
of the system behavior with substitutable circuit blocks. The simpli-
fied model describes the circuit characteristics based on the power
transfer between individual blocks under consideration of the voltage
conversion ratios and efficiencies.
3

Table 2
Datasets for energy harvesting from commonly used
environmental sources.
Energy harvesting source Reference

Light [34], [35]
Thermal gradient [36], [37]
Vibration [23], [38], [39]

4.1. Energy harvesting transducer model

To benefit from the model-based design approach for an EH-powered
system, a comprehensive database on the environmental conditions
in the targeted application is essential. An overview of the limited
available datasets for the most common energy sources, light, thermal
gradient, and vibration, is given in Table 2. The EH transducers can be
described with multi-physics models, e.g., finite element method (FEM)
models, based on the underlying physical phenomena as summarized
in [12]. This allows an accurate simulation and optimization during
the design phase of custom energy harvesting transducers. However,
with high computational requirements, this low level of abstraction is
not necessarily expedient for the analysis of the full EH-powered sensor
node when combined with extensive environmental datasets.

From a circuit design perspective, the EH transducer can be de-
scribed as a time-dependent non-linear voltage source. Under the as-
sumption of a matched load, which is valid for maximal power point
tracking (MPPT) in the subsequent circuit stage and a tracking algo-
rithm sufficiently fast related to environmental changes, the transducer
behavior can be further simplified to its specific open-circuit voltage
and output power curves. This information can be extracted from trans-
ducer datasheets or application-specific in controlled lab experiments.
The exemplary behavior of a solar cell for different lighting and load
conditions is visualized in Fig. 3 (a). The magenta marked curve in the
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the individual simulation model blocks. (a) Solar cell output power as a function of the MPP configuration and the illuminance. The open-circuit voltage
of the transducer is marked (magenta) in the 0W plane. The corresponding MPPs are highlighted in black at 70% of 𝑉𝑂𝐶 . (b) The conversion efficiency of the EH boost converter
as a function of the input power and the battery voltage. (c) Extended Li-Ion battery model with self-discharge characteristics.
Table 3
Validation results for the converter efficiency regression model.
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0W plane illustrates the cell’s open-circuit voltage 𝑉𝑂𝐶 as a function
of the illuminance. The corresponding peak output power, measured
cell-specific at 70% of the open-circuit voltage, is marked with black
dots. Both curves can be approximated piece-wise with higher-order
polynomials.

4.2. Energy harvesting circuit model

Essential for any self-sustaining EH-powered sensor node is the
energy management circuitry, which acts as an interface between the
circuit and EH transducer and provides basic sequence control and
storage element protection [3]. State-of-the-art commercial integrated
energy harvesting circuits are feature-rich and only partly disclosed,
making an accurate model design complex or often even impossible.
This limitation can be circumvented to a certain extent by analysis
of the circuit behavior based on exhaustive measurements combined
with statistical modeling. A constraint for such a data-driven model
creation is the characterization time, which increases exponentially
with the model’s degrees of freedom. A priori knowledge of the tar-
geted EH transducer, and with that, a defined input current–voltage
characteristic and maximal power point (MPP) setting, allows short-
ening the characterization time significantly, however, at the cost of
substitutability.

In the context of this work, the energy harvesting and power man-
agement circuit presented in [40], which is based on the popular Texas
Instruments BQ25570 energy harvesting converter, has been analyzed
and modeled to provide an exemplary practical illustration of the model
building methodology. The harvesting circuit was tested over wide
operational conditions to characterize the circuit’s energy conversion
efficiency by replacing the EH transducer and storage element with
a programmable source measurement unit. In addition, the integrated
MPPT circuitry, with a sampling interval of 16 s, has been bypassed with
an external source to accelerate the characterization. This allows deter-
mining circuit behavior as a function of input voltage, input current,
storage element voltage, and MPPT configuration. The high number of
input parameters results in over 107 data points with a measurement
time of more than a week. Subsequently, a Gaussian process regression
4

model was trained to determine the circuit efficiency as a function
of the circuit state. The trained model can be afterward compiled as
a Matlab Simulink executable function. Table 3 summarizes the 5-fold
cross-validation results of the regression model. Under the assumption
of matched operation, the efficiency model shows a mean absolute
error (MAE) of 0.42%, a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.75%, and
a determination coefficient (𝑅2) of 1.00. Other characteristics, such
as idle consumption and overcharge protection, have been considered
with conditional statements. An exemplary part of the model is shown
in Fig. 3(b), visualizing the circuit’s efficiency drop for low input power
and increased DC–DC boost converter ratio.

4.3. Energy storage element model

The energy storage element chemistry and capacity define energy
density and peak discharge current. Thus, the storage element is crucial
for decoupling source and load power points and, with it, the applica-
bility of the system design. Storage element dynamics are broadly ana-
lyzed in the literature, allowing the utilization of existing models [30–
32,41–43]. These models consider cell chemistry and cell topology in
addition to advanced characteristics such as aging and temperature
effects.

Li-Ion Battery — The Li-Ion charge and discharge behavior can be
approximated as a controlled non-linear and non-ideal voltage source
as presented in [30]. The model considers polarization effects according
to Eq. (4).

𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 = 𝐸0 − 𝑅𝑖 + 𝐴𝑒−𝐵 𝑖𝑡

−𝐾 𝑄
𝑄 − 𝑖𝑡

⏟⏞⏟⏞⏟
𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑖∗ −𝐾 𝑄
𝑄 − 𝑖𝑡

𝑖𝑡
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟
𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑉 𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

− 𝑅𝐷 𝑖𝑡
𝑄

⏟⏟⏟
𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓−𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

𝑉 𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

(4)

where:

𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 battery voltage [V]
𝐸0 battery constant voltage [V]
𝐾 polarization constant [Ω]
𝑄 battery capacity [Ah]
𝑖𝑡 ∫ 𝑖 𝑑𝑡 = actual battery charge [Ah]
𝐴 exponential zone amplitude [V]
𝐵 exponential zone constant [1∕(A h)]
𝐷 self-discharge constant [A]
𝑅 internal resistance [Ω]
𝑖 battery current [A]
𝑖∗ filtered current [A]

The charge and discharge characteristics are considered with alter-
nating polarization resistances. During charging, the polarization resis-
tance can be approximated as 𝐾 𝑄

𝑖𝑡−0.1𝑄 . The original model presented
in [30] has been extended with simplified self-discharge characteristics
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to consider longtime effects, which are critical for EH-powered sensor
nodes. Li-Ion typically, the self-discharge current has been described as
a percentage of the state-of-charge per month. The model output for a
12mAh single-cell Li-Ion battery with a constant 1 μA load and variable
elf-discharge rates is visualized in Fig. 3(c).
Supercapacitor — In contrast to more complex battery chemistries,

apacitors in light load operation can be approximated with the non-
deal capacitor equivalent circuit. In the simplified circuit, the highly
elevant self-discharge characteristics are directly accounted for by
he parallel leakage resistance. A better approximation, especially for

capacitor size of several F, is achieved by an RC ladder circuit
ith voltage-dependent capacity as introduced in [32] or with the
ouy–Chapman–Stern model [42].

.4. Load model

The limited harvested energy of small-sized EH transducers in-
vitably results in the need to balance the available with the consumed
nergy. Among other techniques, Duty Cycling (DC), i.e., switching-off
ajor parts of the sensor nodes for a predetermined period to save

nergy and activate the full system only for a short interval, demon-
trated effectiveness in matching the power input with the consumed
nergy. A more recent trend is the dynamic adaption of the load energy
onsumption based on extrinsic information. In such an event-driven
cenario, either an always-on wake-up circuitry detects events of inter-
st to activate the full system, or the available energy itself is used as a
rigger with so-called transient or intermittent computing [20,21,44].

The sensor load profile is highly application-specific and requires
anual characterization to simulate the full system. For duty-cycled

peration, the load can be described based on apriori knowledge of the
ystem’s idle consumption and the energy required for a single system
ctivation. Under the assumption of a duty-cycle 𝑇 significantly larger

than the active time 𝑇𝑜𝑛, which is valid for deep-duty cycled operation,
the load can be approximated as described in Eq. (5).

𝑃𝐿𝑂𝐴𝐷(𝑡, 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡) = 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝐿𝐸 (𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡) +
𝐸𝑂𝑁 (𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡)

𝑇𝑂𝑁

∞
∑

𝑛=1
(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇 + 𝑇𝑂𝑁 ) −(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇 ) (5)

Depending on the storage element chemistry and voltage conver-
sion strategy, the storage voltage can significantly influence the load
consumption. Thus, the idle consumption 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝐿𝐸 and periodical load
𝐸𝑂𝑁 should be modeled as a function of the storage element voltage
𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡.

4.5. Complete sensor node model

The description of the individual circuit blocks and their dynamic
behavior allows the assembly of a complete sensor node model focused
on power transfer, as shown in Fig. 2. As an input variable, the model
requires an application-specific ambient energy dataset, represented by
a time series of the harvester’s intrinsic physical measurand, e.g., il-
luminance, temperature gradient, acceleration, field strength, etc. The
EH transducer model subsequently converts the environmental data
into power and voltage signals, thus allowing the parametrization or
substitution of the EH transducer without recollecting ambient data.
The harvesting circuit model further conditions the transducer output
power under consideration of input and battery voltage. In addition to
this dynamic harvesting efficiency, storage element over- and under-
voltage protection and MPP configuration are programmed statically.
The harvesting circuit is connected bidirectionally to the battery model
allowing a negative charge power in case of energy dry periods. Finally,
the voltage dependent load model is connected in parallel to the
battery.

The combined model implemented in Matlab Simulink V10.5
(R2022a) using an ode23t solver in accelerator mode reaches 104 obs∕s
5

b

Table 4
Specifications of the exemplary EH powered sensing node.

Description

EH dataset [34], #06 — office space with little natural light
illuminance (day) 112 ± 52 lx, ∼2 year data

EH transducer Anysolar KXOB25-02X8F
23 × 8 × 1.8mm, 0.6 g

EH circuit [40], TI BQ25570
MPPT 70%, overcharge protection 4.2V

Energy storage element (A) LiPo, 12mAh, 12 × 8 × 3mm, 0.35 g
(B) Capacitor, FC0H104ZFT, 100mF, 1.0 g

Load profile Nordic nRF52832 BLE IC
advertising (TX only), payload 30 byte

running on a laptop computer (i7-6850U). Thus a one-year-long dataset
sampled at 1∕60 Hz results in a simulation time of approximately 1min.

The block-based design allows high flexibility and adaptability of
the proposed system model. This could include, for instance, a more
precise description of individual control algorithms such as the MPPT
tracking or cold-start behavior. Beyond that, topology modifications
are possible without great effort, e.g., convert-less power paths or
multi-source harvesters.

5. Experimental results

An exemplary sensor node introduced in Section 5.1 is analyzed to
evaluate the accuracy of the proposed model-based design approach
and the applicability in the development process of self-sustainable
sensor nodes. First, in Section 5.2, the model is parameterized and
verified in terms of simulation accuracy. Subsequently, in 5.3, the self-
sustainability of the parameterized virtual prototype is analyzed over a
two-year simulated time span, and the outcome is compared to state-of-
practice methods. Finally, in 5.4 and 5.5, design decisions are validated,
and optimization potential for the sensor node is identified.

5.1. Exemplary autonomous wireless sensor node

To demonstrate the advantages and limitations of the proposed
model-based design approach, an exemplary small-sized solar-powered
sensor node, summarized in Table 4, has been analyzed. The system
is powered by an Anysolar KXOB25-02X8F mono-crystalline solar cell
connected to a BQ25570 energy harvesting circuit. A 12mAh large
single cell LiPo battery and a 100mF supercapacitor are selected to
analyze the impact of the storage element selection. As a load, a Nordic
nRF52832 Bluetooth low energy (BLE) system-on-chip in advertising
configuration is considered. The payload is assumed to be 30 byte
resulting in a typical energy per advertising event of 37 μJ, including
10% conversion losses. The system is assumed to be deployed in a
low-light office environment based on the illuminance from the dataset
presented in [34] collected at sensor position #06.

5.2. Model verification

To verify the created model, the physical prototype is analyzed
under controllable and repeatable environmental conditions. This is
achieved by placing the solar cell in a darkened chamber, artificially
illuminated by a controllable broadband light source. Thus, the cir-
cuit behavior can be precisely monitored while emulating realistic
indoor light scenes. In particular, the following experimental setup has
been used to determine unknown battery parameters and assess the
simulation model’s performance:

The illuminance is controlled and monitored with two software-
controlled source/measurement units (SMU), Keysight N6782A, con-
nected to a halogen lamp and a photoresistor. Currents and voltages are
logged with Keysight 34465A multimeters in high-z input configuration

etween solar cell and energy harvesting converter as well as between
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Fig. 4. Model verification based on a one-week-long measurement under controlled lab conditions. Simulation and measurement consider a LiPo battery with a nominal capacity
f 12mAh as an energy storage element.
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onverter and battery. Finally, the load is emulated with a highly
recise Keysight B2902A SMU connected parallel to the battery. All
easurements are conducted at a constant room temperature of 25 °C.

Fig. 4 shows the model verification results based on a one-week-
ong controlled lab experiment. To compensate for errors caused by
he degeneration of the lamp during longtime data acquisition, the
easured illuminance is used as an input source for the simulation
odel. In addition to the illumination, the battery capacity, which

omprises considerable tolerances due to process variation and aging,
s determined from the cell voltage change in known charging con-
itions. The first subplot of Fig. 4 illustrates the illuminance in lux
mulating a low-light office scene with a relatively stable illumination
f 200 lx during working time and reduced light below 100 lx during
he weekend. The second subplot shows the conversion efficiency of
he EH boost converter. A typical 1.73V solar cell open-circuit voltage
nd the resulting favorable boost conversion ratio allow a harvesting
fficiency of up to 86% during working hours. In contrast, the limited
llumination on the weekend causes a drop in input voltage and power,
educing the EH boost converter efficiency below 50%. Subplots three
nd four show the battery charge power and the corresponding error
xpressed in μW between measurement and simulation. During the
ight, or more precisely, for an illuminance below 10 lx, the system
perates solely from the energy stored in the battery visualized by a
egative charge current. The error shown in subplot four is visualized as
mean calculated of a sliding window with a length of 15min. Finally,

he lowest subplot illustrates the battery voltage in the analyzed period.
The model performance metrics resulting from the verification ex-

eriment are summarized in Table 5, where 𝑃𝐶𝐻 represents the pre-
6

icted battery charge power of the model and 𝑃𝐶𝐻 the measured
ounterpart. The results show a root mean square error of 1.47 μW for
he power balance between measurement and simulation in the 7 d long
eriod. Normalized by the mean measured charge power, this results in
n 𝑛𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 of 0.146. The model’s coefficient of determination can be
alculated according to as 0.992.

By integrating the measured and simulated battery charge power
ver time, the energy error (𝐸𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 %) can be calculated following as
1.57% in the analyzed timeframe. In a similar manner, the mean daily
nergy error (𝐸24ℎ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟) can be calculated as 13.7mJ∕d. The precise
eplication of the circuit dynamics demonstrates simulation accuracy
ith a negligible error compared to component tolerances.

.3. Longtime analysis

In the state-of-practice approach, with static circuit parameters and
nown environmental conditions, the harvested power 𝑃𝐸𝐻 can be
pproximately calculated based on the expected illuminance 𝐸𝑉 , the
ell output power in matched conditions 𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃 , and the estimated boost
onverter efficiency 𝜂, Eq. (12).

𝐸𝐻 (𝑡) = 𝐸𝑉 (𝑡)
𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃 @ 1 W∕m2

𝛼
𝜂 (12)

The parameter 𝛼 ≈ 120 lx allows converting the cell output power
from power-per-irradiance to power-per-illuminance [45]. Applied on
the duty-cycled EH-powered sensor, the battery state-of-charge (SoC)
can be calculated by integrating the power balance over time, Eq. (13).

𝑆𝑜𝐶(𝑡) = 𝑆𝑜𝐶(0) + 1 𝑡
𝑃𝐸𝐻 (𝑡) − 𝑃𝑃𝑀 −

𝐸𝐴𝐷𝑉 − 𝑃𝑆𝐷 𝑑𝑡 (13)

𝑄𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 ∫0 𝑇𝐴𝐷𝑉
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Table 5
Model verification results.

Metric Definition Result

𝑀𝐴𝐸 1
𝑛

𝑛
∑

𝑖=1

|

|

|

𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖 − 𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖
|

|

|

(6) 0.56 μW

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

√

√

√

√

1
𝑛

𝑛
∑

𝑖=1

(

𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖 − 𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖
)2 (7) 1.47 μW

𝑛𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸
1
𝑛

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖

(8) 0.146

𝑅2 1 −
∑𝑛

𝑖=1(𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖−𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖)2
∑𝑛

𝑖=1

(

𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖−
1
𝑛

∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑗

)2 (9) 0.992

𝐸𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 %
∫ 𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
∫ 𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

− 1 (10) −1.57%

𝐸24ℎ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟
1
𝑛

𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
∫

24ℎ
𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑃𝐶𝐻,𝑖(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 (11) −13.7mJ∕d

Fig. 5. Longtime simulation of the exemplary wireless sensor node for three advertising
intervals. The shaded areas visualize the uncertainty due to component tolerances. The
approximated SoC based on a state-of-practice calculation with static parameters is
illustrated as dashed lines.

Where 𝑄 is the battery capacity in ampere-seconds and 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 is the nom-
inal battery voltage. The power balance considers next to the harvested
power 𝑃𝐸𝐻 , the static consumption of the power management 𝑃𝑃𝑀 , the
power consumption during advertising as energy per advertising event
𝐸𝐴𝐷𝑉 divided by the advertising duration 𝑇𝐴𝐷𝑉 , and the typical battery
self-discharge power 𝑃𝑆𝐷.

A comparison between the simulation and the approximated cal-
culation is given in Fig. 5. The analysis is based on two years of
illuminance data and shows the estimated SoC for an advertising in-
terval of 10 s, 30 s, and 10min. To visualize the influence of component
tolerances, shown as shaded areas, the circuit variability is considered
with an MPPT and over-charger protection (OCP) programming accu-
racy of ±1%, a cell output power variation of ±10%, and a battery
capacity tolerance of ±20%. The comparison of the simulation (in-
cluding component tolerance) to the approximated calculation, drawn
as dashed lines, shows a SoC mismatch of up to 10%, respectively
13.04Ws. The result suggests that the approximation provides good
results for a system operation close to the energy neutrality (𝑇𝐴𝐷𝑉 =
10 s). This is due to the relatively constant battery voltage. In contrast
to that, a more conservative and thus energy-positive operation results
in a significant error during the charging period. System tolerances,
and subsequently a deviation of the harvested power, accumulate over
time until the system reaches an equilibrium due to the OCP at a
fully charged battery. Considering tolerances is particularly vital if an
operation close to energy-neutrality is targeted, e.q. in the analyzed
light situation, a long-term operation cannot be guaranteed for a 10 s
advertising interval. The depicted example also shows the importance
7

of a longtime analysis. Despite the seasonal fluctuations of the har-
vested power, the state-of-charge (SoC) in the worst-case scenario
implicates an energy-neutral operation in the first year. In the second
year, the same configuration would clearly run into an under-voltage
lockout (𝑆𝑜𝐶 = 0%) due to a small reduction of the environmental
energy.

5.4. System optimization

In addition to the long-term analysis of self-sustainability, the pa-
rameterizable model also allows the validation of individual design
decisions alongside the optimization of system parameters. Fig. 6 vi-
sualizes such exemplary parameter sweeps by consecutively varying
battery capacity, battery self-discharge, and BLE advertising interval.
The resulting impact on the system’s energy storage usage is shown as
a mean of the state-of-charge in the analyzed two-year-long observation
period. The variations due to component tolerances are shown as
shaded areas.

A variation of the battery capacity with a constant advertising
period suggests reducing the battery capacity to 1mAh, Fig. 6(a).
This capacity would be sufficient to balance energy fluctuations while
lowering system cost and size. Alongside the battery capacity reduction,
losses due to self-discharge would be reduced at the cost of a smaller
energy buffer in energy dry periods. The battery’s peak discharge
current rating is a crucial criterion limiting such a substantial reduction.
For instance, the exemplary sensor node introduced in Section 5.1, with
its Nordic nRF52832 BLE IC, requires a peak current of up to 9mA
during transmission. This results, under the assumption of a battery
with a discharge rate of 1C, in a needed capacity of at least 9mAh,
significantly higher than the optimum of Fig. 6(a).

The storage element self-discharge can considerably influence the
energy balance of an EH-powered system. Fig. 6(b) visualizes the
impact of a varying self-discharge rate on the average SoC for constant
battery size and advertising interval. A large battery self-discharge rate
results in a slower battery charging and, for the analyzed scenario, in
a worse utilization of the battery capacity. In the analyzed scenario,
the 12mAh sized battery shows a negligible influence on the energy
balance for self-discharge rates below 4%∕month.

Fig. 6(c) illustrates the influence of the BLE advertising interval on
the energy balance. For advertising intervals above 100 s, the contri-
bution of the load on the overall energy balance is negligible. Below
100 s advertising intervals, the impact of the load gets dominant, and
the system approaches rapidly to the limit of energy neutrality, defined
as the initial battery charge (𝑆𝑜𝐶 = 10%). The limit for self-sustainable
operation under consideration of the tolerances is a BLE advertising
every 12 s.

For the exemplary sensor node analyzed, the quality of service could
be defined as a function of the BLE advertising interval (responsiveness)
and resilience against energy dry periods (availability). Fig. 7 shows
this trade-off under consideration of a varying storage element capac-
ity. The dark-blue area defines the configurations that do not allow
perpetual operation due to insufficient storage capacity (< 1mAh) or
too short advertising intervals (< 12 s). In contrast, the yellow area
of Fig. 7 visualizes configurations that allow accumulating sufficient
energy to operate over one week without energy harvesting, however,
at the cost of unnecessary high advertising intervals (> 100 s). A favor-
able configuration that balances advertising interval and battery size
without significantly compromising on the resilience against energy dry
periods lays between these extremes at a battery capacity of 7mAh and

an advertising interval of 90 s.
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Fig. 6. System analysis based on parameter sweeps. (a) Impact of the battery capacity on the mean state-of-charge. (b) Battery self-discharge rate as a significant contributor to
the overall energy balance. (c) Optimal selection of the BLE advertising interval to match harvested with consumed energy.
Fig. 7. Optimal system parametrization under consideration of availability and
responsiveness.

5.5. Storage element chemistry selection

The findings in Section 5.4, which demonstrate stable system op-
eration despite small storage element capacity, suggest replacing the
LiPo battery with a supercapacitor. However, this modification can
significantly influence the sensor node dynamic behavior. The temporal
closer coupling between the source and load power points and the
capacitor charge curve results in a substantially higher storage ele-
ment voltage variation. Alongside this variation, which depends on the
programmed maximal capacitor voltage and influences the end-to-end
conversion efficiency, the leakage current typically rises for capacitors
compared to small-sized batteries [19]. Fig. 8 shows the model verifi-
cation with a 100mF Kemet FC0H104ZFT supercapacitor as an energy
storage element. Except for the capacitor, a similar evaluation setup
and illuminance data described in Section 5.2 are used. The overcharge
protection has been programmed to 4.5V to account for the wider
storage voltage range.

The system behavior can be simulated accurately after determin-
ing the actual capacity and self-discharge rate from the verification
measurement. In contrast to the LiPo-based circuit, the overcharge
protection is triggered repeatedly, resulting in poor utilization of the
available energy. In addition, the 100mF capacity is insufficient to
ensure stable operation on the energy dry weekend.

The comparison between measurement and simulation also reveals
the limits of the model. Triggering the overcharge protection due to
reaching the programmed maximal storage element voltage of 4.5V
results in a repeated deactivation of the harvesting circuitry. The circuit
behavior during this alternating mode of operation is only consid-
ered statically in the model and ignores transient switching and the
8

corresponding losses shown in subfigure 3 of Fig. 8. In addition, the
hardware programmed overcharge protection varies due to component
tolerances. This results in a short-term mismatch between model and
simulations and an increased charge error at the beginning of every
over-charge protection phase, visible in subfigure 4 of Fig. 8. It is
important to notice that the temporary mismatch during over-charge
protection periods has no influence on the long-term performance of the
model as the storage element voltage and the stored energy is predicted
correctly. Finally, the model shows an increased charge error during
the under-voltage lockout. For battery voltages below 3.0V, the circuit
operates outside the parameter space used for training the harvesting
circuit regression model. Thus, the model is not able to correctly predict
the circuit efficiency outside the intended operating range.

Independently of the mentioned corner case, the accurate and pa-
rameterizable model allows the search for an application-specific opti-
mal capacitor size. Fig. 9 visualizes this search by sweeping capacitor
size and self-discharge rate. The axes show the capacitor size and
the self-discharge rate normalized by the capacitor size. The colors
illustrate the time until the simulation predicts the first under-voltage
lockout event. The results suggest that no capacitor with a similar
capacitance to self-discharge ratio would allow a self-sustainable oper-
ation in the targeted application scenario. In fact, a 2 to 3 times lower
self-discharge rate, illustrated as a yellow area, would be required to
outlast the 700 day long simulation without an under-voltage lockout.
This demonstrates the importance of the storage element selection in
the design of EH-powered devices and the potential of the model-based
design. The accurate model allows a reliable and rapid analysis of the
system behavior over various configurations together with the early
identification of design errors.

6. Conclusion

This work presented a model-based design approach in the context
of self-sustainable sensors. The model has been assessed in comparison
with actual hardware. This includes the derivation and discussion
of simulation models for the key building blocks of energy-efficient
systems powered by energy harvesting and the verification of the
models based on comprehensive lab experiments. Finally, the virtual
prototype was used to identify optimization potential and validate
design decisions.

An exemplary emulation of a solar-powered wireless sensor node
demonstrated the advantages of the proposed approach. The model
verification showed a coefficient of determination (𝑅2) of 0.992 for
the power balance between measurement and simulation, proofing the
viability of data-driven modeling of state-of-the-art EH boost convert-
ers. With an energy error of −1.57%, longtime energy neutrality can
be assessed accurately and reliably. A comparison to state-of-practice
analytical modeling showed an SoC deviation of up to 10% despite
considering generous component tolerances in the presented approach.
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Fig. 8. Model verification based on a one-week-long measurement under controlled lab conditions. Simulation and measurement consider a supercapacitor with a nominal capacity
of 100mF as an energy storage element.
Fig. 9. Supercapacitor requirements to enable self-sustainable operation. SoA capaci-
tors suffer from a 2 to 3 times too high self-discharge rate to enable the exemplary
application scenario.

Supported by the flexibility and configurability of the virtual pro-
totype, an application-specific balance between sensor advertising and
storage element size has been determined. During the analysis, the
limitations of today’s energy storage elements for compact and energy-
efficient sensor nodes were analyzed. The low average consumption
9

due to deep-duty cycled operation combined with the battery capac-
ity depended on the self-discharge rate favors small-sized batteries.
This results typically in a peak current bound battery selection. In
contrast, today’s supercapacitors’ capacity to self-discharge ratio sig-
nificantly limits their usability when combined with state-of-the-art
sub-μW circuits.

In conclusion, the paper demonstrated the accurate modeling of the
energy balance of EH-powered sensor nodes, which lays the foundation
for a much wider analysis, spanning from the validation of energy
harvesting and management circuits to the design and test of energy
predictive algorithms in realistic longtime conditions.
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